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Abstract
Keystone is a trusted execution environment, based on RISC-V

architecture. It divides the memory into a secure Keystone private
memory and an unsecure non-Keystone memory, and allows code
that lies inside the Keystone private memory to execute securely.
Simple demand paging in Keystone ends up leaking sensitive access
patterns of Keystone application to the Operating System(OS), that
is assumed to be malicious. This is because, to access the unse-
cure non-Keystone memory, Keystone needs support of the OS. To
mitigate this, Keystone needs to implement oblivious demand pag-
ing while obfuscating its page access patterns by using Oblivious
RAM(ORAM) techniques. This causes substantial slowdown in the
application execution.
In this paper, we bridge the performance gap between applica-

tion execution time with unsecure and secure demand paging in
Keystone by using Deterministic, stash free, Write only ORAM
(DetWoORAM) for oblivious demand paging. We also show why
DetWoORAM, that is a write-only ORAM, is sufficient for oblivious
demand paging. DetWoORAM logically partitions the memory into
a main area and a holding area. The actual pages are stored in main
area. We propose two enhancements over DetWoORAM that im-
proves the application execution slowdown. The first enhancement,
which we call the Eager DetWoORAM, involves page preloading
that exploits the deterministic access pattern of DetWoORAM, and
tries to hide the ORAM latency. The second enhancement, which we
call the Parallel DetWoORAM, involves spawning multiple threads
and each thread performs a part of the DetWoORAM memory ac-
cess algorithm. Compared to DetWoORAM that shows slowdown of
[1.4x, 2x, and 3.24x], Eager DetWoORAM and Parallel DetWoORAM
provide slowdown of [1.2x, 1.8x, and 3.2x] and [1.1x, 1.1x, and 1.4x],
for k= 3, 7, and 15, respectively.

1 Introduction
Keystone[10], a trusted execution environment based on RISC-V

architecture, isolates the memory into secure Keystone private
memory and unsecure non-Keystone memory or the unsecure
DRAM, and allows Keystone application that lies inside the
Keystone private memory to execute securely, even in presence of
a malicious privileged software(e.g. Operating System(OS)). To run
large applications, Keystone needs to undertake demand paging by
utilizing the unsecure non-Keystone memory as the backing store,
where the swapped out pages are hashed and stored in encrypted
form. Even though the page tables are private to Keystone and
page management is handled by the secure Keystone runtime,
thereby eliminating the page fault side channel[15], the OS can
still see the address of the pages that are loaded and evicted in
and out of Keystone as it needs support of the OS to access the
non-Keystone memory. Simple demand paging in Keystone thus
leaks access pattern information to the untrusted OS at a page size
granularity, and this has been shown to be unsecure by Xu et al[15].

Page based side channel due to simple demand paging:
Page access pattern and hence the control flow of applications can
be leaked due to page loads, as well as page evictions in simple
demand paging as shown below.

Pseudocode 1: Access Pattern Leak
int secret = input(); //Get input from user
Page *P = (Page *)malloc(4*sizeof(Page));
if (secret){
A: write(P[0], 0); //Fill first page with all 0

if (secret == 1){
B: write(P[1],0); //Fill second page with all 0
C: write(P[2],0); //Fill third page with all 0

}
else{

D: write(P[2],0); //Fill third page with all 0
E: write(P[1],0); //Fill second page with all 0

}
F: write(P[0],0); //Fill first page with all 0
G: write(P[3],0); //Fill fourth page with all 0
}
else
H: write(P[1], 0); //Fill second page with all 0

Access pattern leak due to page load: Let us consider the pseudocode
1. Let us assume that the active memory of the process executing
the above code does not contain Page P[0] and P[1]. The first if
statement decides if the line labeled A or H will be executed. De-
pending upon which line is executed, either page P[0] or P[1] will
be loaded into the memory, which if the OS sees, can infer about
the value of secret.
Access pattern leak due to page eviction: Page evictions are per-

formed whenever there is no space in memory and we need to load
a page to serve a page fault. Page evictions change the content of
the memory, irrespective of the evicted page is dirty or not. This is
because the evicted page is encrypted with an IND-CPA encryption
scheme. Hence they are always visible to adversary. Let us consider
the same pseudocode 1, and assume that the active memory is of
three pages and the page replacement policy used is LRU. Also let
us assume that the first if condition is True. By the time line labeled
F finishes execution, the pages in the memory are P[0],P[1] and
P[2], with P[0] being the most recently used page. Either of page
P[1] and P[2] can be the least recently used page, depending upon
the value of secret. Now when the line labeled G is executed, either
page P[1] or P[2] has to be evicted to make place for page P[3] in
the memory. If the OS sees which page is evicted, it can learn about
the secret.

Prior Works: The idea of using Oblivious RAM(ORAM) in
demand paging was first proposed in Sanctum[5]. Aga and
Narayanasamy introduced Oblivious Page Access Module(OPAM)
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in[3] for secure demand paging in Intel Security Guard eXten-
sion(SGX). Their work is rendered unsecure by Roy et al in[12]. We
implement OPAM as well as Path ORAM(PORAM), which inspired
OPAM, in demand paging, and find that the average application
performance slowdown with PORAM and OPAM are 27x and 7.4x
respectively(refer Figure 2).

Our goal is to reduce the application performance slowdown
of oblivious demand paging while maintaining the security
guarantees that Keystone offers.

Our Observation: We observe that write only ORAMs, instead
of read-write ORAMs are sufficient to prevent access pattern leak-
age, provided we use the Keystone’s UnTrusted Memory(UTM) as
the backing store. This is because the Keystone can access UTM
without the support of OS. Deterministic, stash free, Write only
ORAM(DetWoORAM), a write only ORAM, logically partitions the
memory into a main area and a holding area. The main area stores
the actual physical pages, and the holding area stores the pages for
as long as they are not unloaded into the main area. We also see
that in DetWoORAM[11], a write only ORAM, for every page write
request, one page is written into the holding area and 𝐾(the ratio
of size of main area to the size of holding area) pages are written
into the main area. This is preceded by refreshing the cipher of
these 𝐾 pages, meaning that these 𝐾 pages are read, decrypted, and
re-encrypted. Addresses of the𝐾+1 pages written by DetWoORAM,
are deterministic and independent of the address of the actual page
required to be written.

Our Approach : Based on this observation, we propose two
enhancements over DetWoORAM. The first enhancement, which
we call the Eager DetWoORAM(EDetWoORAM), involves preload-
ing the 𝐾 + 1 pages into a preload buffer and refreshing the cipher
of these 𝐾 + 1 pages even before the actual page write request
arrives. The second enhancement, which we call the Parallel Det-
WoORAM(PDetWoORAM) involves spawning multiple threads,
and the threads concurrently refresh the cipher of the 𝐾 pages
to be written into the main area, thereby decreasing the average
slowdown of application execution. Oblivious demand paging with
EDetWoORAM improves slowdown for usual values of K, i.e, 3, 7,
15 to [1.2x, 1.8x, and 3x] and PDetWoORAM improves it to [1.1x,
1.1x, and 1.4x] from [1.4x, 2x, and 3.24x] for oblivious demand
paging with simple DetWoORAM, respectively. The slowdown is
measured with respect to application execution time with simple
demand paging that simply encrypts and hashes the page into the
non-Keystone memory.
2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we provide a quick overview of Keystone compo-
nents that are related to our work and also provide a background
on DetWoORAM.
2.1 Keystone

The components of Keystone that are related to our work are:
(1) OS: The OS is assumed to be malicious and can tamper with

memory locations in DRAM that are not protected by Keystone.
(2) Keystone Application: Keystone application is the applica-

tion that needs isolation from the untrusted (privileged/unpriv-
ileged) non-Keystone applications.

(3) Keystone Runtime: Keystone applications ideally do not take
the services of the OS while executing, as the OS is assumed to
be malicious. The runtime provides necessary substitutes for
the services provided by the OS(e.g. page management).

Figure 1: Demand paging using ORAM.

(4) Keystone private memory: Keystone isolates the physical
memory into a secure Keystone private memory, and the unse-
cure DRAM or the non-Keystone memory. The Keystone private
memory consists of the Keystone application and the Keystone
runtime.

(5) UnTrusted shared Memory(UTM): The runtime shares the
UTM, that is in the unsecure DRAM, with the OS, and hence, the
runtime can directly access the UTM. All exchange of data be-
tween the Keystone application and the unsecure non-Keystone
memory happens using the UTM as an intermediary. As the
malicious OS can also access this UTM, the UTM is unsecure.

(6) Outbound call (ocall): The runtime can not directly access
the unsecure non-Keystone memory, other than the UTM. If it
needs to access the same, it does so by making a function call,
called ocall, implemented in the untrusted host. The OS can
snoop on the parameters that get passed on to ocall, thereby
rendering ocall as unsecure, unless the passed parameters can
be encrypted, which certainly can’t be in case the parameters
are addresses that the ocall needs to work on.

Despite the page tables being private to Keystone and page man-
agement being done by the secure Keystone runtime, the OS is
aware of the page addresses that are loaded in and evicted out of
the Keystone. This is because, Keystone can access the unsecure
non-Keystone memory only through ocall. Thus, the access pattern
of the Keystone is leaked at a page size granularity. This has been
shown to be unsecure in [15]. Hence we resort to oblivious demand
paging and this is achieved by using an ORAM while loading and
evicting pages in and out of the Keystone private memory when a
page fault occurs, as shown in[12].
Figure 1 shows the steps involved in oblivious demand paging,

with ORAM. The steps are the same as mentioned in [12]. In step
1 , a page fault occurs at an instruction in the Keystone application
and the control is delegated to the runtime via the RISC-V excep-
tion delegation register. In step 2 , the runtime checks if there are
enough free pages that can be allocated or there is a need for page
eviction. If a page eviction is required, then it invalidates the page
table entry of the victim page(selected by the replacement policy).
Next, the runtime invokes the ORAM memory access function for
the chosen victim page and the page number that will be loaded.
In step 3 , if a page eviction is needed, then we write the victim
page into the unsecure non-Keystone memory via the ORAM. This
is followed by loading the required page from the unsecure DRAM
via the ORAM. To achieve this obliviously, the ORAM makes a
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Figure 2: Performance slowdown with PORAM, OPAM and
DetWoORAM, compared to simple demand paging with no
ORAM(For benchmarks, refer section5). Lower the better.
sequence of reads (r1 and r2) and writes (w1 and w2) from the un-
secure DRAM. To read a page, the ORAM, which is implemented in
the runtime, uses ocall to copy the page (r1) from the non-Keystone
memory into the UTM, and then in, the ORAM reads the page (r2)
from the UTM into the Keystone private memory. For writing a
page, the ORAM first writes it (w1) into the UTM (as UTM is the
intermediary) and then uses ocall that copies this page (w2) from
the UTM into the unsecure non-Keystone memory. Finally in step
4 , the ORAM decrypts the loaded page in the Keystone private
memory, and updates the page table entry corresponding to the
page. The runtime returns the control to the Keystone application
to execute the faulting instruction again in step 5 .
2.2 Deterministic, stash free, Write only ORAM

Write only ORAMs relax the definition of security and leverage
the relaxed definition to offer a faster ORAM. They consider reads
to be oblivious, meaning that the adversary is not aware of the
addresses from which data is read, but can see what addresses are
being written at.
DetWoORAM is a write only ORAM introduced by Roche et al.

in[11]. It views the unsecure memory as an array of pages and
logically partitions the unsecure memory into a holding and a main
area. The original paper proposes array of blocks of size 𝐵 bits, for
some chosen B, we take the block size to be one page. DetWoORAM
maintains a position map that keeps a record of where the latest
copy of a particular page resides (main area or holding area). It also
maintains pointers to holding area and main area, 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝐻 and 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑀 .
The pointers tell where the next write access should happen in the
respective areas. Assuming that the ratio of size of the main area to
the size of holding area is K:1, the steps involved in a DetWoORAM
are as follows:
(1) Write to holding area: DetWoORAM encrypts and writes

the required page into holding area at 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝐻 , and updates the
position map, reflecting that the latest copy of the desired page
number is in the holding area at 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝐻 , that gets incremented
by one after the write. If 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝐻 exceeds the size of holding area,
then DetWoORAM sets it to the start of holding area.

(2) Refresh pages in the main area: Each index in the array of
pages that reside in the main area contains its corresponding
page, that may or may not be the latest page. DetWoORAM

performs a position map lookup and concludes where the latest
copy of the next 𝐾 pages in main area are, starting from 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑀 .
It reads the latest copies of these 𝐾 pages(reads are oblivious),
decrypts, re-encrypts and writes them back into the main area
at their corresponding addresses. Finally, DetWoORAM updates
the position map of these 𝐾 pages and increases the 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑀
pointer by 𝐾 and if 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑀 exceeds the size of main area, then it
sets 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑀 to start of main area.

Motivation: The problem with oblivious demand paging is the
application performance slowdown that comes with it. To provide
the access pattern obliviousness, ORAMs need to perform a lot
of spurious memory accesses and perform cryptographic opera-
tions such as encryption and decryption, which causes the perfor-
mance slowdown. We implement oblivious demand paging with
PORAM[14], OPAM[3] and a DetWoORAM. We measure the slow-
down of applications mentioned in section 5 with respect to simple
demand paging, i.e, simply encrypting and hashing the evicted
pages without any ORAM and the same is shown in Figure 2. We
observe that the average slowdowns obtained from PORAM and
OPAM are 27x and 7.4x, respectively, which is very slow, whereas
DetWoORAM, being a write only ORAM, shows relatively better
slowdowns with an average of 1.4x, 2x and 3.2x with K=3, K=7, and
K=15 respectively.
3 Write Only ORAM in Keystone

Figure 1 shows how the Keystone writes and reads, to and from
the unsecure DRAM, through the UTM. Here we make an observa-
tion that, instead of using the UTM as an intermediary between the
Keystone and the unsecure non-Keystone memory, we can utilize
the UTM as the backing store for demand paging. The advantage
of doing this is two-folds:
(1) We can prevent double copying of pages, i.e., from keystone

private memory to UTM and then from UTM to the unsecure
non-Keystone Memory, and vice-versa.

(2) Given that Keystone runtime can directly access the UTM with-
out seeking support from the OS, this renders the OS oblivious
to Keystone’s read accesses to the UTM.
Though the OS is oblivious to the read accesses of Keystone

in UTM, the write accesses(page evictions) are still visible to the
OS, as it can periodically take snapshots of the UTM and observe
the changed data at various addresses, thereby learning where the
writes have taken place.We discussed that this is unsecure in section
1. Exploiting this property of the UTM, we use Write Only ORAM
in the Keystone runtime, while doing demand paging, using the
UTM as the backing store, and the Keystone application demands
for the required UTM size before application execution. If the UTM
is full and the the Keystone application needs more memory, then
the Keystone exits gracefully giving an out of memory error. To
the best of our knowledge, Keystone does not support a UTM
larger than 64MB, but as mentioned in Keystone[10], the size of
Physical Memory Protection(PMP) regions can be as long as the
entire DRAM region, and thus we envision future work in the
expansion1 of UTM size in Keystone.
We implement a DetWoORAM[11] that is a write only ORAM,

in the Keystone’s runtime, and Figure 3 shows the steps involved
in oblivious demand paging using DetWoORAM. It starts by del-
egating the control to the runtime fault handler via the RISC-V
1Increasing the UTM in Keystone is supposed to be a new feature(Personal communi-
cation with Dayeol Lee, author of [10], dated 6th Jan, 2021).
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Figure 3: Write Only ORAM for Demand Paging.

exception delegation registers, once a page fault occurs at an in-
struction in Keystone application(step 1 ). In step 2 , the runtime
checks if a page eviction needs to be performed and if needed,
it chooses a victim page(chosen by the replacement policy) and
invalidates its page table entry. In step 3 , if a page needs to be
evicted, the runtime writes the victim page into the UTM via the
DetWoORAM. In step 4 , the runtime loads the required page from
the UTM with a normal read request, decrypts it, and validates the
page table entry of the loaded page. Finally, in step 5 , the runtime
returns the control back to the Keystone application and the faulty
instruction is executed again.
4 Enhancements on DetWoORAM
We propose two enhancements on DetWoORAM, Eager Det-

WoORAM (EDetWoORAM) and the Parallel DetWoORAM (PDet-
WoORAM). Both the enhancements discover a notion of parallelism
that exist in DetWoORAM memory access algorithm. Our propo-
sitions of these enhancements are in no way specific to Keystone,
and can be extended for use in any other trusted execution environ-
ment. In fact, we implement these enhancements independent of
Keystone based on an x86 architecture with Linux. Keystone does
not support multi-threading to the best of our knowledge, but it has
the potential to support the same as mentioned in the Keystone[10].
This motivated us to simulate our enhancements on Keystone.
4.1 EDetWoORAM

EDetWoORAM exploits the deterministic nature of DetWoORAM
and preloads the relevant pages into the Keystone private memory
before the actual write request arrives.
4.1.1 Observation :In probabilistic ORAMs such as PORAM[14],
the ORAM memory access algorithm is probabilistic in nature,
meaning that an ORAM tree path is accessed based on the map-
ping of the requested page to a leaf of the ORAM tree, and thus,
the pages that are to be be accessed are discovered only after the
actual page write(page eviction) request arrives. We make an im-
portant observation that in DetWoORAM, in contrast to PORAM,
the ORAM access algorithm is completely deterministic in nature,
meaning that irrespective of the page that needs to be written, it is
known precisely, which addresses(pages) in the memory need to
be accessed.
4.1.2 Design and Implementation :We see that irrespective of which
page is to be written, DetWoORAM makes 𝐾 writes in the next 𝐾
indices of the main area starting at 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑀 , and one write is made
in the holding area at 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝐻 , where 𝐾 is the ratio of the size of
main area to the size of holding area. The idea with EDetWoORAM
is to spawn a thread that preloads the latest copy of these 𝐾 + 1
pages from the UTM(i.e., from the holding or the main area) into
the Keystone’s private memory even before an actual write request

Figure 4: Steps in demand paging with Eager DetWoORAM.

for page eviction arrives, and refresh them, i.e, decrypt, re-encrypt,
and hash them. The thread works in the background. We put any
write(eviction) request that arrives amid the preloading, into a
blocking state that is implemented by making the page fault handler
loop, doing nothing as long as the background thread does the
preloading, and exit the loop once the preloading ends.

For preloading, we reserve a buffer, called preload buffer of 𝐾 + 1
pages in the Keystone private memory, and this relaxes us of the
responsibility to predict when a DetWoORAM access will be made
and thus when to preload these 𝐾 + 1 pages. This is because these
pages are preloaded, refreshed and stored in the buffer and become
useful only when a DetWoORAM write request arrives. In classical
client-server setting for ORAM, the preload buffer can be introduced
on the secure client side.

Once an actual page write request arrives, the page is encrypted,
hashed and written into the respective address in the preload buffer,
depending upon if it is in the range of the main area pages, or has
to be kept in the holding area. We then spawn a thread again that
unloads the preload buffer back into the corresponding addresses
of the UTM. An important thing to note is that, while preloading
and unloading of the preload buffer, we block all write requests
as mentioned above to prevent data races. This does not cost us
performance, as in the simple DetWoORAM access, we either way
have to wait for the DetWoORAM write access algorithm to finish
before proceeding with normal execution.

Figure 4 shows the steps involved in demand paging with EDet-
WoORAM. In step 1 , 𝐾 + 1 pages are preloaded into the preload
buffer, decrypted and re-encrypted. In step 2 , once a fault occurs
in the Keystone application, the control is delegated to the runtime
fault handler via the RISC-V exception delegation register. In step
3 , the runtime decides if a page eviction needs to be made, and
if needed, it chooses the victim page(chosen by the replacement
policy) and invalidates the page table entry of the chosen victim
page. In step 4 , if an eviction is needed, then the page to be evicted
is written into the preload buffer. In step 5 , the faulting page is read
into the Keystone Private memory from the UTM or the preload
buffer depending upon where the latest copy of the page is. Fi-
nally, in step 6 , the preload buffer is unloaded while the control is
transferred back to the Keystone application.
4.2 PDetWoORAM
In this section, we introduce the Parallel DetWoORAM. Please

refer to the algorithm 1. The algorithm is same as the DetWoORAM
algorithm introduced in [11].
4.2.1 Drawback of DetWoORAM :Let us say that the size of the
main area in DetWoORAM is𝑁 and the size of the holding area is𝑀 .
The ratio of the size of main area to the size of holding area is K. In
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Algorithm 1: Parallel DetWoORAM algorithm (shaded
loop is parallelized).

1 //𝑝𝑡ℎ write at address 𝑎 with data 𝑑
2 Function WORAM_WRITE(𝑎, 𝑑):
3 D[N + (p mod M)] = ENC(d)
4 Pos[a] = N + (p mod M)
5 s = ⌊𝑝 ∗ 𝐾⌋𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑁
6 e = ⌊(𝑝 + 1) ∗ 𝐾⌋𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑁
7 //Refresh 𝐾 main area blocks per-write
8 for 𝑖 ∈ [𝑠, 𝑒) do
9 D[i] = ENC( DEC( D[Pos[i]] ) )

10 Pos[i] = i
11 end
12 p = p + 1

order to write a page into the back-store, a normal demand paging
scheme needs to make one page write to the back store, which is the
victim page. In contrast to this, demand paging with DetWoORAM
makes 𝐾 + 1 writes, among which one of the pages is the victim
page. The additional writes are the sources of obliviousness to the
adversarial OS. In the best case, DetWoORAMmakes one additional
write meaning that the value of 𝐾 is one. We also know that the
ratio of the size of the main area to the size of holding area directly
determines what fraction of the entire ORAM memory is useful for
storing actual data.

If𝐾 is set to one, then half the memory, i.e, 1/(𝐾 +1), gets wasted
in order to introduce obliviousness. Higher the value of 𝐾 , better is
the memory utilization, as for every one block in the holding area,
we have more blocks in the main area, where the actual data can
reside. But increasing the value of 𝐾 comes with a major drawback.
This requires a higher number of actual writes, i.e, 𝐾 + 1 actual
writes for one DetWoORAM write request. Hence, with increase
in 𝐾 , the slowdown for a DetWoORAM write request, and hence
servicing a page fault increases linearly.
4.2.2 Implementation :Considering Algorithm 1, which is same as
the DetWoORAM algorithm in [11] the idea is to parallelize the
shaded loop on line number 9 and 10. We see that the iteration
of writes in the loop are independent of each other, meaning that
the outcome of the iterations is invariant to the order in which the
iterations are executed. We spawn 𝐾 threads and thread 𝑖 is respon-
sible for performing the 𝑖𝑡ℎ iteration of the loop. The improvement
in slowdown due to the increase in number of threads, nullifies the
effect of slowdown due to increase in𝐾 . We do not necessarily have
to spawn 𝐾 threads. Given the liberty to spawn 𝑇 threads, thread 𝑖
performs the 𝑝𝑡ℎ iteration of the shaded loop such that, p mod T =
i and p < K.

Summary: As EDetWoORAM preloads the required pages into
Keystone private memory, even before a page fault occurs, we can
say that depending upon the rate of page fault, we can hide a sig-
nificant fraction of the DetWoORAM latency. This is because, more
the time in between two consecutive page faults, more time we
get to preload the required pages into the preload buffer. Hence
EDetWoORAM for demand paging is a good fit in situations where
the application runs with a working set large enough such that the
rate at which faults occur is less. On the other hand, PDetWoORAM
is suitable in situations where the processor is mostly idle, thereby

Parameter Value

Page Size 4kB
Page table entry size 8B

UTM size 64 MB
Levels of Page walk 4
Page encryption chacha20

Page Authentication Hashed Message Authentication Code
Page replacement policy FIFO

Working Set size 15 pages(32kB)
Keystone Version v0.3

Keystone Runtime Eyrie[8]

Table 1: Keystone parameters.

giving us the liberty to spawn a large number of threads. PDet-
WoORAM gives aggressive performance improvements as com-
pared to EDetWoORAM.
5 EVALUATION
We used Keystone on RISC-V QEMU[6] to emulate all our ex-

periments. Table 1 shows the parameters that are related to our
evaluation. We used six applications to test our ORAMs. We run
these applications with a very small active set of just 15 pages. This
is so as to encourage a large number of page faults which in turn
tests the performance of our page fault handler. Since we need to
fit the applications into the UTM, the working set sizes have been
kept small. The parameters of these applications are tuned so that
their total working set size fits into the small UTM memory at our
disposal. The applications that we use are:
• random_writes: It’s a simple application that we wrote that
makes 10k writes at random indices of a array of pages of length
1k. We use this application as representative of write intensive
applications.

• Sha_256[9]: This application computes the sha-256 of bytes
worth 1024 pages. We use this as representative of cryptographic
primitives and we use this application from the Keystone’s source
code.

• Avl_tree[2]: This application makes 100k insertions and dele-
tions in an avl tree. We use it as a representative of commonly
used data structures.

• Picosat: Picosat is a solver for propositional satisfiability[4]. We
use this application as representative of popular verification tools
used today.

• lbm: This fluid dynamics application is taken from SPEC CPU
2017[13]. We use it as a representative of real world simulation
applications from the scientific community.

• Recommender[7]: This is a product recommendation engine
built using collaborative filtering. This application is used as a
representative of the popular machine learning frameworks.
Methodology:We use a makeshift evaluation strategy to mea-

sure the performance of demand paging with and without ORAMs.
Some applications take too long to complete their execution. To get
around this problem, we first run our applications with PORAM
in demand paging in region of interest for 15 minutes, or till the
end of execution, which ever is earlier. We count the number of
page faults that are encountered, and thus get served in this time
period. We then run the applications without any ORAM and with
other ORAMs for exactly the same number of page faults. The time
taken to serve the same number of page faults with and without
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Figure 5: Performance slowdown with demand paging with
Eager DetWoORAM compared to no ORAM in demand pag-
ing.

various ORAMs give us a good idea regarding the performance of
these ORAMs. The ratio of time taken to serve these many page
faults with ORAM to without ORAM provides us the slowdown
multiplier for that particular ORAM.
To simulate the PDetWoORAM, we run the applications nor-

mally with the DetWoORAM, and measure the amount of time
that the application spends in DetWoORAM(say 𝑡 ) and also the
total Keystone application execution time(say 𝑇 ). We implement
the PDetWoORAM natively on a Linux based system in C language
with pthread[1] library and observe the speedup that we get for the
PDetWoORAMmemory access algorithm(say 𝑐). We scale down the
time spent in ORAM when run in Keystone, and thus arrive at our
new/simulated execution time(𝑇

′
). We calculate𝑇

′
as𝑇

′
= 𝑇−𝑡+𝑡/𝑐 .

We simulate the EDetWoORAM in Keystone. In order to do
so, we measure the time spent by Keystone in between every
two consecutive page evictions(say 𝑡 ). We also measure the
time taken by the ORAM to refresh the main area(say 𝑇 ). If
𝑡 < 𝑇 , then we discount 𝑡 , otherwise, we discount 𝑇 from the
total time spent in execution of the Keystone application. This
is to simulate the fact that, while Keystone is busy not servic-
ing page fault, we preload the required pages into the preload buffer.

Performance: Figure 5 shows the slowdown of application exe-
cution time with EDetWoORAM in demand paging and also with
DetWoORAM in demand paging. We observe that the slowdown
with EDetWoORAM is marginally reduced to 1.2x, 1.8x and 3x from
1.4x, 2x and 3.24x for K=3, K=7 and K=15 respectively as compared
to demand paging with DetWoORAM.

Finally in Figure 6 we show the performance slowdown for PDet-
WoORAMandDetWoORAM.We used𝐾 threads for PDetWoORAM,
where𝐾 is the ratio of the size of main area to the size of the holding
area. Increasing the number of threads beyond 𝐾 would not give us
any more performance, as the DetWoORAM makes 𝐾 writes in the
main area. We observe that, increasing the value of 𝐾 has small, but
negligible effect on the performance of the PDetWoORAM. This
is because the added workload due to increased 𝐾 gets distributed
among all the threads. We also measured the overhead of creating
𝐾 threads, and saw that the thread creation time is 2.10%, 4.49%
and 6.36% of PDetWoORAM memory access time with K=3, K=7

Figure 6: Performance slowdown with demand paging with
Parallel DetWoORAM compared to demand paging with no
ORAM.
and K=15, respectively. We find that on average slowdown of ap-
plication execution time in demand paging with PDetWoORAM is
substantially reduced to 1.1x, 1.1x and 1.4x from 1.4x, 2x and 3.24x
for k=3, k=7 and k=15, respectively as compared to demand paging
with simple DetWoORAM. We get such aggressive speedup solely
by distributing the task of refreshing the K pages in main area to
the K threads that we spawn. Each one of the thread refreshes, i.e.,
reads, decrypts, re-encrypts the page followed by appending to it,
a hash of the page.
6 Conclusion

We saw how a write only ORAM can be used to do demand pag-
ing in Keystone.We introduced two enhancements to DetWoORAM,
the Eager DetWoORAM and Parallel DetWoORAM. We see that
EDetWoORAM provides marginal improvement of application ex-
ecution slowdown and is a good candidate for oblivious demand
paging if the rate of page fault is small. PDetWoORAM provides
massive improvement of application execution slowdown(almost
the best possible) and is a good fit for oblivious demand paging
given the liberty to aggressively spawn threads.
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